
Results and conclusions
A novel highprecision micromechanical testing system has been developed and used to measure properties of single human trabeculae. Overall
precision of measurement was determined (based on experiments with BoPET and CoNi) as the upper limit of all measurements – elastic modulus
5%, yield stress 7% and yield strain 5%. From comparison of results from FEA and experiments for BoPET material it is apparent that the used yield

condition is not suitable for polymers however the intention was only to verify
the functionality of the proposed identification process (good agreement
in the elastic part) and experimental setup (small standard deviation). On
the other hand chosen material model and elastoplastic constants identified
using FEA shown good match for trabecular bone. Obtained constants were
confirmed by comparison with results from nanoindentation that have been
previously published. For even better results it is necessary to improve a
process of creating model geometry. Cross section of the model in place
under loading has a large influence on the accuracy of determination
of material properties from threepoint bending.

Material model identification
Elastoplastic material model with von Mises yield criterion and bilinear hardening
for trabecular bone was chosen. Material model require two constants E, µ (Young’s
modulus and Poisson’s ratio) for elastic part and two constants σy, Etan (yield stress,
tangent modulus) for plastic part. FE analyses used
for constants identification of material model were
performed for BoPET samples and
samples of trabeculae. The 3D FE models were
composed of elements with quadratic shape
functions (10,400 brick elements for BoPET, 23,170
tetrahedral elements for trabecula). The geometry
of each sample of trabecula was approximated

using elliptical cross sections. The lengths of the major and minor axes of the ellipses were obtained from two perpendicular projections captured by CCD
camera. Nodes corresponding with places of markers (for DIC) on specimen surface in experiments and their displacements were observed. During the
analyses the same boundary conditions and external forces as experimental ones were used a material constants were varied using custom optimization

algorithm. Resulting displacement of markers
from FEA were fitted to experimentally obtained
ones and best constants were found by least
square method.
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In obtained image data (from CCD camera) groups of markers were
selected. Positions of the markers were tracked using DIC algorithm. From
displacements of the markers, strains values were computed. Stresses
were calculated using the measured force and cross section of sample.
Resulting stressstrain curves were established for each of the sample.
Elastic modulus, yield strains and yield stresses were determined using
the 0.2% offset method.
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For micromechanical testing
a novel experimental device has
been developed. Experimental
setup is composed from
translational stages and loading is
controled by stepper motor (SX16,
Microcon, Czech Republic). Design
allows for testing in either
tensioncompression or three point
bending. Applied force is measured
with 4.5N capacity load sensor
(FBB350, FUTEK, USA)
and the strains are measured
optically using CCD camera
(Vosskuhler, Germany). From each
test a stressstrain curve was
established.

Apart from the tension tests,
threepoint bending with single
trabecula was performed (after
verification using threepoint bending
of BoPET film and CoNi wire).
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Sample preparation
Samples of trabeculae (n=13) were harvested from human proximal femur
of a 70year old cadaver and cleared off marrow in US bath. Clear
trabeculae were dipped into a black toner solution for to obtain a better
contrast of surface for digital image correlation (DIC). Precision of
the experimental setup prior the tests with trabeculae has been evaluated
using two groups of specimens of known material properties. First, BoPET
film (Biaxiallyoriented polyethylene terephthalate, DuPont, USA) with 72
µm height and second, CoNi wire
with 90 µm diameter and 2mm length.
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